Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Jessica Smith of Woodbury, PA [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Jessica L. Smith
Affiliation: M.S. Farms
Title: Co-owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Steven Smith of Woodbury, PA. [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Steven Smith
Affiliation: Dairy Farm
Title: Co-owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Douglas Smith of Martinsburg, PA [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Douglas A Smith
Affiliation: Dry Creek Farms
Title: owner/operator
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Eric S. of Curryville [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Eric Sollwerger
Affiliation: Dairy Farmer
Title: Laborer (everything)
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Toby Coale of Martinsburg [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Toby Coale

Printed Name: Toby Coale
Affiliation: Dairy Farmer
Title: Head Horseman
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Dairy Farmer of Tyrone, PA [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Jerome Hardy
Affiliation: Ardent Farm
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am STEVE SMITH of WOODBURY, PA. [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

______________________________
Printed Name: STEVE SMITH

Affiliation: DAIRY FARM

Title: OWNER
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [Name] of [City, State]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: [Name]

Affiliation: [Affiliation]

Title: [Title]
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Eric Clifford of Starksboro, Vermont [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Eric Clifford

Printed Name: Eric Clifford

Affiliation: Dairy Farmer

Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Roy Homon of Chester, VT [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of.

Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

__________________________
Printed Name: Roy Homon

Affiliation: __________________

Title: Dairy Farmer, Veterinarian
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Lee Kayhart of Vergennes, VT [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Lee Kayhart

Printed Name: Lee Kayhart
Affiliation: Dairy Farmer
Title: __________________________
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am William Gladstone of Bradford, UT [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

William Gladstone

Printed Name: William Gladstone
Affiliation: Vermont Dairy
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Steve Kayhart of Addison, Vermont [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Steve Kayhart
Affiliation: Kayhart Dairy
Title: partner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Darlene Reynolds of Allburg, VT [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin (“rBST”). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Darlene Reynolds
Affiliation: Darlene Reynolds
Title: [ }
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Newton Reynolds of Albury VT [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Newton Reynolds
Affiliation: Farmer
Title: Farmer
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [Name] of [City, State]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: [Name]

Affiliation: [Affiliation]

Title: [Title]
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [Stewart McCoy] of [City, State]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Stewart McCoy
Affiliation: Farm
Title: Owner - Operator
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am TERRY EWING of WOOSTER, OHIO [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

_________________________
Printed Name: TERRY EWING

Affiliation: FARM

Title: OWNER
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am ______________ of _____________ [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

X Neal Mains

Printed Name: Neal Mains

Affiliation: _______________________________________

Title: ___________________________________________
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am ______________ of __________, [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Jay T. Mais
Affiliation: ______________________________
Title: ______________________________
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [full name] of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: [Full Name]  
Affiliation: Dairy Farmer  
Title: Operator
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Kurt Steiner of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Kurt Steiner
Affiliation: Dairy Producer
Title: Owner/Manager
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am John Douglas of Marshallville, Ohio [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name:  John Douglas
Affiliation:  Milk Producer
Title:  Owner/Manager
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [NAME] of [ADDRESS] [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: ____________________________

Affiliation: ________________________________

Title: ____________________
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am JEROEN VAN WEZEL of Continental OH [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: JEROEN VAN WEZEL
Affiliation: WEZORA DAIRY LLC
Title: OWNER
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Bruce Brenneke

Printed Name: Bruce Brenneke

Affiliation: ____________________________

Title: ________________________________
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Dean Swager of Buhl, Idaho [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Dean Swager

Affiliation: Dairy Farmer

Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am David Grandoled of Castleford, ID [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: David Grandoled
Affiliation: High Plains Dairy
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Harry Hoogland of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of.

Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Harry Hoogland

Affiliation: Kowz R Us Dairy, Inc

Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am JEFF LUND of Wendell, Idaho [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Jeff Lund

Printed Name: JEFF LUND
Affiliation: V&L Dairy
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [name] of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Henry C. Harper
Affiliation: Desert Rose Farms
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Ray Robinson of Burley, ID [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Ray Robinson

Printed Name: Ray Robinson

Affiliation: Dairy Farmer

Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Robert Crater Jr. of Burbank, WA [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Robert Crater, Jr.
Affiliation: 5-D Farms
Title: Office/Records
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Steve DeLufty of Pasco, WA [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: Steve DeLufty
Affiliation: Five D Farms
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Eugene Kazemier of Bicknell, IN [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Eugene A Kazemier
Affiliation: Bicknell Dairy, LLC
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [Name] of [City, State]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: [Name]
Affiliation: [Fitch Farms Inc]
Title: [Manager]
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Scott Lackey of Columbia, PA. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

S. Lackey

Printed Name: Scott Lackey
Affiliation: Van Blarcom/Lackey Dairy
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: [Signature]
Affiliation: Consumer/Owner
Title: VanBlarcom/Lackey Dairy
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am James Van Blarcom [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

James Van Blarcom

Printed Name: James Van Blarcom

Affiliation: Van Blarcom/Callery Dairy

Title: Owner/Producer
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Darlene VanBlaricom of Columbia Cross, PA. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Darlene VanBlaricom
Affiliation: VanBlaricom - Lackey Dairy
Title: Producer/Consumer
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Norm Ellis of Perry, NY [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Norm Ellis

Printed Name: Norm Ellis
Affiliation: Pitch Farms Inc.
Title: manager/owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Benjamin Nickerson of Sherman, NY. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Benjamin C. Nickerson
Affiliation: Dairy Farmer
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Michael Montagne
Affiliation: Dairy Farmer
Title: Owner

Michael Montagne
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am David Bessette of South Burlington, VT [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

David Bessette

Printed Name: David Bessette
Affiliation: Dairy Farmer
Title: Partner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Jason Hatch of Panton, VT [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Jason Hatch

Printed Name: Jason Hatch

Affiliation: Hatch Farm

Title: owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Rudy Vorsteveld of Provo, UT [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Rudy Vorsteveld
Affiliation: Vorsteveld Dairy
Title: partner/farmer
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [name] of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: [signature]
Affiliation: [affiliation]
Title: [title]

Brad Phillips
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Dan Chambers of Hamilton, WY [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Dan Chambers
Affiliation: Chambers Farms
Title: partner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Ted Foster of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: TEODORO D. FOSTER
Affiliation: FOSTER BROTHERS FARM INC
Title: OWNER
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Robert A. Webb of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Robert A. Webb
Affiliation: Summit Farms
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [*name*] of [*city and state*]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Bruce Schmidt
Affiliation: Dairy Farmer
Title: Vice President
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [Insert Name] of [Insert Address] [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of.

Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Mike Tosa
Affiliation: Tosa Farms Inc
Title: [Insert Title]
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Mark Diederichs of Malone, WI [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Mark Diederichs

Printed Name: Mark Diederichs
Affiliation: Lake Breeze Dairy LLC
Title: General Manager
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Brian Gerrits of DePere, WI [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Brian Gerrits

Printed Name: Brian Gerrits

Affiliation: Lake Breeze Dairy, LLC

Title: Financial Manager
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Leon Hath of El Nido [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Leon Hath

Printed Name: Leon Hath
Affiliation: Hath Dairy
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Tony Louters of Merced, CA [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: Tony Louters
Affiliation: T+C Louters Dairy
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Bob Rydrewski of [city, state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Bob Rydrewski

Printed Name: Bob Rydrewski

Affiliation: McArthur Farms, Inc

Title: Vice-President
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Mark Halbert of Bottle Creek, [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Mark J. Halbert

Printed Name: Mark J. Halbert

Affiliation: Halbert Dairy Farm, L.L.C.

Title: Co-Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [Name] of [City, State]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: [Name]

Affiliation: [Affiliation]

Title: [Title]
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Bernard Anner
Affiliation: Michigan Milk Producers Association
Title: Manager, Altberd Dairy Farm
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Fred Halbert of Battle Creek, MI [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Fred Halbert
Printed Name: Fred Halbert
Affiliation: Michigan Milk Producers Assoc.
Title: Partner Halbert Dairy Farm L.L.C.
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Steven Gay of Battle Creek MI [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Steven Gay
Affiliation: Gay Dairy Farm Inc
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Jason Bradford of Sparta, MI [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Jason Bradford

Printed Name: Jason Bradford

Affiliation: Bradford Dairy

Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am R. Harry Booth of Greenwich, NY [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

R. Harry Booth

Printed Name: R. Harry Booth
Affiliation: River Brook Junction LLC
Title: Member
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am George Merrill of Malone, NY [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: George Merrill, DVM
Affiliation: Collins-Crest Holsteins
Title: Partner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [name] of [city, state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: Garrett Loughlin
Affiliation: Dairy Producer
Title: Owner/Operator
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Joseph of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin (“rBST”). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Joseph W. DeBarre

Printed Name: Joseph W. DeBarre
Affiliation: Dairy Producer
Title: Vice President
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Alan Kozyak of Millersburg [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Alan Kozyak
Affiliation: Dairy Farmer
Title: Owner / Manager
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Tim Miller of Millisburg OH [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Tim Miller

Printed Name: Tim Miller

Affiliation: Dairy Farm

Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am BJ Miller of [Insert Address]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: BJ Miller
Affiliation: Dairy Farmer
Title: Dairy Farmer
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am ___ of ___ [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Matthew Seal

Printed Name: Matthew Seal
Affiliation: Dairy Farmers
Title: Co-Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Tim Stitzlein of Glenmont [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Timothy A. Stitzlein
Printed Name: Timothy Stitzlein
Affiliation: Dairy Farmers
Title: Farmer
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Jeff Oney of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Jeff Oney

Printed Name: Jeff Oney
Affiliation: Farmer
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Nelson R. Martin of Robesonia [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Nelson R. Martin

Printed Name: Nelson R. Martin
Affiliation: Hidden View Farm
Title: Farmer
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [full name] of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Cetus L. Palmer
Affiliation: Balmer Bros.
Title: Partner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Dale Balmer ofANDIAM PA [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Dale Balmer
Affiliation: Balmer Bros.
Title: Partner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Douglas S. Scipioni of Richland, PA [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Douglas S. Scipioni
Affiliation: AG Vet Assoc
Title: Partner / Vet
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [Name] of [City, State]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Ron Robbins
Affiliation: North Haven Dairy LLC
Title: Owner/Manager
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am David J. Blumer of Jordan, N.Y. [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: David J. Blumer
Affiliation: Ko-Veen Farms
Title: Star Hoodsman
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Robert Everett Jr of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Robert W. Everett Jr.
Affiliation: Owner - Everett Farms LLC
Title:
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [Last Name], [First Name] [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: ROBERT W. EVERETT
Affiliation: EVERLEA FARMS, LLC
Title: ____________________________
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Chip Engst of Folsom, NY. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Robin Engst
Affiliation: Barbland Farms Inc
Title: Pres.
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [EDWARD CARTHAM] of [HARMONY, NY] [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: EDWARD CARTHAM
Affiliation: WHITE EAGLE FARMS LLC
Title: OWNER
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [Name] of [City, State]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: [Name]
Affiliation: [Affiliation]
Title: [Title]
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am resident of Fabius, N.Y. [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: DANIEL B Titus
Affiliation: BARBAMA FARMS
Title: DAIRY MANAGER
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [insert name] from [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: [Signature] Pete Schouten
Affiliation: DFA Southwest
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Glen Aines of Omaha NE [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Glen E. Aines
Affiliation: Citizen
Title: Sales Manager
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Tony Cardoza of Tulare [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

______________________________
Printed Name: Tony Cardoza
Affiliation: Tony Cardoza Daily
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Rick Pedro of Visalia, CA. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

_________ Rick Pedro __________

Printed Name: Rick Pedro
Affiliation: Joe Pedro & Son Dairy
Title: Owner/Manager
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Frank Pedro of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: Frank Pedro
Affiliation: Joe Pedro & Son
Title: Manager
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: Stanley Gomes
Affiliation: [Affiliation]
Title: [Title]
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Marc Bessele of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: Marc Bessele

Affiliation: Low View Farm

Title: CO-OWNER
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Maria Nye of Delta, Utah [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Maria W. Nye

Printed Name: Maria W. Nye

Affiliation: Mountain View Dairy

Title: Owner

______________
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Linda Lussier of Hawthorne, FL [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Linda A Lussier
Affiliation: Lussier Dairy Inc
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [name] of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: [Name]
Affiliation: [Affiliation]
Title: [Title]
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Jose VanWeseel of Continental OH [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Jose VanWeseel
Affiliation: Weisbros Dairy LLC
Title: Member
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am M. Koopman of Statesville, NC [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: M. Koopman
Affiliation: Koopman Dairy
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Terri Abing of Lancaster WI [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Terri Abing

Printed Name: Terri Abing

Affiliation: Majesty's New Dairy, LLC

Title: Dairy Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [Full Name] of [City, State]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: BERNIE TEUNISSEN

Affiliation: BERANNA DAIRY

Title: OWNER
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am [name and city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

[Signature]

Printed Name: J. J. Stewart
Affiliation: Stewart Farms Inc
Title: [Title]
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Joe Stewart of Name of [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of.

Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Joe Stewart

Printed Name: Joe Stewart

Affiliation: Stewart Farms Inc

Title: Vice President
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Jeff True of Perry, New York. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Jeff True
Printed Name: Jeff True
Affiliation: True Farms, Inc.
Title: Vice President
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Glenn P. True of Perry, NY [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Glenn P. True
Affiliation: True Farms Inc
Title: President
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Robert Miller of White Hall, AR [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: Robert Miller
Affiliation: Producer
Title: Producer
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Ron Mammoser of Eden, NY [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

________________________
Printed Name: Ron Mammoser
Affiliation: Mammoser Farms Inc
Title: Owner
Letter to the United States Federal Trade Commission re: Deceptive Milk Labeling and Advertising Concerning rBST

November 27, 2006

I am Dave Franklin of Eden, NY [city and state]. I have read the referenced letter addressed to you regarding current and widespread milk labeling and promotional practices with respect to milk and milk products from cows supplemented with recombinant bovine somatotropin ("rBST"). I share the concerns presented and add my name to the letter.

I believe that the labeling and promotional practices mentioned in the letter present a serious regulatory and public health problem. Simply put, I believe consumers are being misled, misinformed, and taken advantage of. Meanwhile, dairy producers are being harmed. Accordingly, for the record, I urge that the Federal Trade Commission to take the actions requested by this letter and all of its signatories. FTC action is essential if the damaging and unlawful practices that predominate in the marketplace are to be stopped.

Printed Name: David Franklin

Affiliation: Mammal Farms Inc.

Title: Herdsman